Edward Ferguson
President

March 27, 2017
From time to time the government makes changes to category classifications for various ingredients
used in industry. Recently, one of these changes necessitated our changing the solvent used in our
famous FIVE POINT THREE formula. The primary difference is the new solvent weighs less than the
old, so although the amount of the formula in our unit's will remain the same, their net weight will now
be lighter. The volume, potency, effectiveness, reliability and non-flammability of this unmatched
formula remains the same.
On the attached list there are new stock numbers corresponding to the old stock numbers and to the
new weights of the FIVE POINT THREE units. When ordering, please make sure you select the
correct stock number/s. SDS sheets will be available reflecting this change.
Your orders MUST reference the "new stock numbers" effective June 1, 2017. These are the stock
numbers found at the right side of the list. If we do not receive the new number on your PO's it may
delay your order, or result in the wrong product being shipped. Please use the "conversion chart" for
reference when creating your purchase orders.
We have not had any changes to our FIVE POINT THREE formula in 19 years, so we understand old
habits may be tough to break. Additionally, to add to the fun, we have a new team processing the
orders, so they will not be used to the old stock numbers. Although we do not anticipate any problems,
we are all human, so we know errors may happen. We promise to be understanding if you make an
error, and trust you will respond in kind should the factory do so.
Thank you for your patient understanding, highly valued business, continued support and, probably the
most important element, your trust, which we try to reaffirm with every order, and every time our
products are used. We are excited about the future, and hope—in spite of the changes it brings—you
are as well.
Sincerely,
Edward Ferguson
President
FOX LABS International, Inc.

We market the best products in the world.
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Current Stock Number

New Description

New Stock Number

22H

1.5oz. Cop Top Heavy Stream

152H

22M

1.5oz. Cop Top Medium Cone

152M

22FTS

1.5oz. Flip Top Stream

152FTS

22FTM

1.5oz. Flip Top Cone

152FTM

32H

2oz. Cop Top Heavy Stream

22H

32M

2oz. Cop Top Medium Cone

22M

32FTS

2oz. Flip Top Stream

22FTS

32FTM

2oz. Flip Top Cone

22FTM

42H

3oz. Cop Top Heavy Stream

32H

42M

3oz. Cop Top Medium Cone

32M

42FTS

3oz. Flip Top Stream

32FTS

42FTM

3oz. Flip Top Cone

32FTM

1LB-S

Pistol Grip 12oz. Stream

PG12S

Pistol Grip 12oz. Fog

PG12F

102FTS

1.5oz. Inert Flip Top Stream

105FTS

102FTM

1.5oz. Inert Flip Top Medium Cone

105FTM

22GR

1.5oz. Lock On Grenade

152GR

42GR

3oz. Lock On Grenade

32GR

1LB2
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